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Agenda & Topics

• Introductions

• Incident Response and Cyber Insurance:

o Interview with Augusto Russell, NFP Insurance

• Deep dives into:

o Detection process and tools

▪ SIEM (Security Information and Event Management 

▪ EDR (Endpoint Detect and Respond)

▪ SOC (Security Operations Center)

o Strategies for containment

o Recovery – when can we get back to work?

o Follow-up / Lessons Learned

o Incident handling exercises



Introductions

Presenter – Greg Bugbee, Novus Insight

About Novus Insight:

• Based in East Hartford, Connecticut

• Began as IT department of a nonprofit (CT Center for Advanced Technology)

• Technology services provider & consultant

o Security, compliance, and business process consulting

o IT managed support

o Private cloud hosting

o Application development & data consulting

• Created the Connecticut Municipal Cloud – a hybrid cloud for municipal, education, and nonprofit use



About You

We’d like to get to know you! Please…

1. Introduce yourself and municipality

2. Does your municipality have cyber insurance? Is coverage pooled or is the policy specific to your 

organization? Do you know if you have enough coverage?



Incident Response & Cyber 
Insurance – Interview with 
Augusto Russell, NFP

• Having an incident response plan is a 
requirement of most cyber insurance policies

• Cyber insurance providers are cracking down 
on poor cyber hygiene and will not cover 
organizations that do not implement basic 
safeguards

• Pooled policies can be quickly exhausted --
make sure you have enough coverage

• Coverage is based on the number of records 
containing sensitive data (amongst other 
factors such as revenue/business interruption),
but in a municipality you need enough 
coverage to provide identity protection to 
those who have been breached

• The landscape is changing -- make sure you 
understand your policy and what is required of 
your municipality





Incident Response Planning 101
Incident Response Process



1. Assets – What are the critical systems? Where is the sensitive data?

2. Regulations – What are the breach notification regulations? Who needs to be notified?

3. Responsible parties – Who are the data owners, data custodians, and data subjects for each of the 

identified systems and/or sensitive data types?

4. Communications plan – Who is responsible for communications and with whom do we communicate?

5. Incident response team – Who will respond when an incident happens?

6. Incident response system –Where will we put evidence?

7. Recovery plan – How will we get things back online?

Incident Response Planning 101
Preparation Recap



SIEM – Security Information and Event Management
Tools to Assist with Detection
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• Aggregation of multiple platforms – one place for all event 
information

• Centralized alerting – Instead of alarms going off across multiple 
systems, the alarm data comes from one source and is presented 
as a summary of the entire event chain

• Evidence preservation – A properly designed SIEM will be “air-
gapped” from the rest of the environment, ensuring evidence stays 
preserved. 

• Reporting – single location to report on all security events

• Improved response time – Think command and control- one place 
to view all security data. Responding to an event/incident is more 
efficient when all systems are communicating to a centralized 
source.

Benefits of a SIEM



• One of the most beneficial tools in an incident response portfolio is an Endpoint Detect and Response 
(EDR) Tool.

• EDR goes beyond regular antivirus by detecting behavior-based anomalies and acting on them. 

• Antivirus typically looks at files and compares them against a known list of malicious files, while EDR 
looks at suspicious activities and will take actions like:

o Firewalling off the computer so it can’t reach the network

o Removing the computer from the domain

o Disabling the user’s account 

• EDR helps prevent events from becoming incidents by reducing exposure and disrupting the attack.

• It is better to generate a help desk ticket for a single impacted user vs. a large-scale incident.

• EDR platforms, when deployed properly, can link together a variety of systems to help paint a more 
comprehensive picture of an incident. 

Endpoint Detect and Response



• EDR platforms for consideration:

o Microsoft Defender for Endpoint – Included with select Microsoft 365 subscriptions. New version 
available as part of the “Microsoft 365 Business Premium” bundle. Affordable option for municipalities 
when bundled with other 365 services. Standalone pricing is around $60/endpoint/year.

o SentinelOne–Often implemented by cyber insurance providers to detect compromised systems. 
Inexpensive compared to most other EDRs. $45/endpoint/year.

o CrowdstrikeFalcon –$60/endpoint per year. Mature automation processes.

• Note about Kaspersky products – Kaspersky products are currently banned by the federal 
government. The scope of the ban includes federal agencies and government contractors. It is 
recommended that Kaspersky products not be used, as they violate the Federal Acquisition 
Requirements. 

EDR Solutions



Security Operations Center

• Monitoring – Security operations centers (SOC) watch 
over the data produced by the SIEM and other sensors 
within the environment

• Incident response and recovery – SOC personnel will 
assist in the incident response process by helping to 
mitigate and contain security incidents

• Remediation activities – SOC team members will help 
ensure the environment is clean before working with 
IT teams to bring systems back online

• Proactive investigation – SOC analysts will use sensor 
data to proactively look for areas where an attacker 
can take advantage of weaknesses in the 
environment. The SOC will suggest remediation 
actions and monitor the environment to ensure the 
gaps are filled.



• 24/7 Monitoring and Alerting – Humans providing analysis 
and response to events

• Skilled staff – SOC staff are highly skilled and, with the “as a 
service” model, available at a price point that would be 
impossible for a municipality to afford

• Broad awareness – SOC as a service companies see threats 
from across the globe and are informed on the latest security 
threats

• Escalation – Layers of expertise to manage the incident at all 
levels

• Covered by cyber insurance – SOC incident response teams 
are often covered under incident investigation retainers

Benefits of a SOC



• DIY is not affordable – Most organization can’t afford to 
implement their own SOC. Even large corporations outsource 
these activities to 3rd parties/

• 3rd Party risk – Not all SOCs are created equal. Some SOCs 
can impact compliance. For example, if the SOC is not CJIS 
certified, they can’t investigate the breach of criminal justice 
data/

• Tool lock-in – Many SOCs require the use of their tools, 
creating a situation where the client doesn’t have a choice as 
to which EDR or SIEM to use

• Regionalization might be an option – A regional SOC as a 
Service could provide value to municipalities and address the 
monitoring and alerting gap

Challenges of Implementing a SOC



• Make sure you are looking at traffic leaving your network and critical 
systems. Firewalls often only log event related to inbound attacks. 
Attackers will often use regular internet traffic to hide data exfiltration.

• Use SSL inspection on network firewalls. Encryption is everywhere and 
attackers use encryption to hide what they’re doing. Inspection of 
encrypted data will help to ensure attackers aren’t hiding in plain sight.

• Use Data Loss Prevention (DLP) – DLP looks for certain data types and 
prevents them from being transferred without authorization/

• Use Behavior Based Analytics – If someone copies thousands of W-2 
forms, and they typically only deal with 1 or 2 per day, that should set 
off an alarm. Know your data, and know the regular patterns associated 
with that data.

• Use a Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) – A CASB looks at traffic 
going to known cloud services that might be legitimate but not 
authorized by your municipality. CASBs will take action to prevent 
sensitive data from being transferred to a Gmail account or other cloud 
services.

Detection Best Practices



• Take a backup and gather a copy of any compromised files/bogus code for 
analysis

• Preserve evidence – do not start recovery until you have evidence preserved 

• Turn on or increase auditing

• Ensure the system clock is set correctly

• Start documenting everything that happens

• Initiate notification process:

o Other members of incident response effort

o Cyber insurance carrier - They can help you investigate

o Information security contact 

o Public relations office (if warranted by magnitude of incident)

o Legal department (likely to be more needed than you might think!)

o Put these folks on notice; they likely wear other hats and will have to clear their 
schedule to assist.

We’ve Detected Something. Now What?



• Goal – Keep the incident from spreading

• Important decisions need to be made on how to proceed:

o Disconnect from network

o Monitoring

o Disabling accounts, etc. 

• Out-of-band communications may be necessary. Do not use email 
during an intrusion. Attackers are typically watching email 
communications.

• Cease and desist might be necessary

• Continue to keep your cyber insurance carrier, public relations and legal 
offices advised (if appropriate) – do not talk directly to the media

• Special considerations apply when proprietary, classified and/or 
sensitive systems are involved

Containment Strategies

Shut Down / 
Disconnect

Keep it 
Running



• Goal – eliminate the cause of the incident

• Save evidence before deleting any malicious files

• Eradication software might work, but in many cases
reformats are necessary

• Cyber insurance may provide new equipment if necessary

• Ensure backups are not compromised

• Validate that the source of the attack has been identified and 
the threat removed

• Document all activities

• Continue to keep your public relations, cyber insurance
carrier, and legal offices advised (if warranted)

Eradication



• Goal – to return to normal status

• Follow disaster or system recovery protocols

• Restore data – in some cases, the entire system may need to 
be rolled back in time, deleting everything past the point of 
attack

• All administrative and user passwords must be changed

• Continue to log all activities

• If regulated data is involved – CJIS, HIPAA, etc. -- additional 
evidence preservation and reporting will be necessary

• Validate the integrity of the system

• Provide an “all clear” to users

• Provide impacted users with identity monitoring and other 
protective services 

Recovery



• Goal – try to make sure this doesn’t happen again

• Most valuable stage, but most overlooked

• Perform a post-mortem analysis of the incident

• Adjust policies, procedures, and technology as necessary

• Create a monetary impact analysis to determine how much 
the incident cost the town

• Prepare a final report

• Support law enforcement efforts related to the incident

Follow-up & Lessons Learned



Incident Response Exercises

• Goal – simulate a real situation and have employees 
and parties respond

• Simulation validates the procedures and identifies 
gaps that could impact incident handling

• Cyber insurance providers will often assist with 
tabletop exercises -- they would rather make the 
investment in your plan vs. paying out premiums 
due to a botched response

• Engage an observer or consultant to identify issues



Incident Response Exercises

• Require a variety of exercises, from basic incidents 
that impact one type of critical data to a full-blown 
ransomware event

• Record the findings and use them to improve

• Should be conducted on a regular basis – annually

• Make sure you don’t impact your production 
environment!

• Be proactive! Test, test, test!



Key Takeaways
• Having a cyber insurance policy is crucial 

• Having an incident response plan is a requirement of most cyber insurance policies

• A SIEM tool can assist with threat detection by aggregating information from multiple platforms, 
providing centralized alerting, and preserving evidence from a breach (a gov’t & insurance requirement!)

• One of the most beneficial tools in an incident response portfolio is an EDR tool that detects behavior-
based anomalies and acting on them

• Engaging a SOC vendor can provide 24/7 live monitoring & alerting of your environment

• Make sure you are looking at traffic leaving your network and critical systems. Firewalls often only log an 
event related to inbound attacks. Attackers will often use regular internet traffic to hide data exfiltration.

• KNOW YOUR DATA so that anomalies can be detected

• The goal of a containment strategy is to keep the incident from spreading. Remember: DO NOT USE 
EMAIL during an intrusion.

• The goal of eradication is to eliminate the cause of an incident

• The goal of recovery is to return to normal status. Follow this with a post-mortem to make sure the 
incident doesn’t occur again.



Q & A

Thank you!

Greg Bugbee, CISSP
gbugbee@novusinsight.com

860.282.4200

Augusto Russell, NFP Insurance
augusto@insuranceprovidergroup.com

860.764.0555

mailto:gbugbee@novusinsight.com
mailto:augusto@insuranceprovidergroup.com


Next workshop will focus on:

• Sensitive data

• Sizing your cyber policy based on sensitive data types

Next Steps



• NIST Risk Management Framework- https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/risk-management

• MS-ISAC- Cyber resources for local government- https://www.cisecurity.org/ms-isac/

• CISA- Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency- https://www.cisa.gov/

• Mass.gov Enterprise Security Office- https://www.mass.gov/cybersecurity Good resource for model policies and standards

• MA Breach Notification Act overview- https://www.mass.gov/info-details/requirements-for-data-breach-notifications

• DOL Cyber guidelines-Cyber Recommendations

• Minimum Cyber Baselines- Minimum Baseline of Cybersecurity for Municipalities | Mass Cyber Center

• KnowBe4 Free Tools-https://www.knowbe4.com/free-it-security-tools (see ransomware and USB security test for incident response 

scenarios) 

Resources

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/risk-management
https://www.cisecurity.org/ms-isac/
https://www.cisa.gov/
https://www.mass.gov/cybersecurity
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/requirements-for-data-breach-notifications
https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/ebsa/key-topics/retirement-benefits/cybersecurity/best-practices.pdf
https://masscybercenter.org/municipalities/minimum-baseline-cybersecurity-municipalities
https://www.knowbe4.com/free-it-security-tools

